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The aim of this paper is to study the acoustic propagator H in a perturbed
multistratified domain V with the conjugate operator method. H denotes the
Ž . 2Ž .self-adjoint operator y=c x = in L V with a Dirichlet condition at the boundary
› V. Here c denotes the propagation velocity depending on the nature of the
stratification of V. We shall give some spectral properties of H and we establish
the limiting absorption principle in an optimal scale of Besov spaces. Q 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study a self-adjoint operator H modeling the propaga-
tion of acoustic waves in a multistratified domain V. This model was
Ž w x. w xconsidered in many papers see, for example, 12, 2, 4 . In 4 the authors
considered, in a two-dimensional framework, two different stratifications
depending on one direction outside a bounded area of a strip. Our aim is
to study this model with some perturbations in a more general situation.
We shall give some spectral properties of the operator H and we establish
Ž .the L.A.P. limiting absorption principle by the conjugate operator method.
w xThis method was introduced by Mourre 9 . Its powerful consequences
concerning the spectrum of certain self-adjoint operators draw the atten-
w x w x w xtion of many authors. We refer for brevity to 10 , 7 , and 1 . We shall use
the latest abstract version of the theory developed by Amrein, Boutet de
w xMonvel, and Georgescu 1 . Therein regularity assumptions were relaxed
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In our case V will be an unbounded subset of R n of the form:
Ž . ny1a V s R = K, where K is a bounded domain of R with Lip-
schitz boundary. That is, the boundary › K is locally the graph of a
Ž .Lipschitz function in suitable local coordinates and K is locally in one
side of its boundary:
Ž . 2Ž .We set H V s L V and for any integer m we define
m < a < <H V s f g H V › f g H V , a F m , 1.1 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1Ž .the Sobolev space of order m on V. We define as usual the space H V0
‘Ž . 1Ž .as the closure of C V in the topology of H V .0
The operator H will denote the self-adjoint operator
n
y=c x = s y › c x ›Ž . Ž .Ý x xi i
is1
Ž .in H V corresponding to the Dirichlet condition at the boundary G of V.
Then the domain of H is
1 <D H s H V l f g H V y= c x =f g H V . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
Ž .Here c is a borelian function propagation velocity that satisfies the
Ž .following assumptions b :
Ž . Ž .b1 c is bounded and there exists d ) 0 such that c x G d ) 0.
Ž . Ž .b2 There exist two bounded functions c x9 defined on K such"
that
5 5 ‘lim x "x G R c x , x9 y c x9 s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . L ŽV .1 1 "
R“q‘
Ž .where x denotes a characteristic function and x , x9 is a vector of1
R = K.
Ž .b3 Assume that c s c q c such thats l
}supp c is compact in V.s
< Ž . < Ž < <1qa .} › c x s O 1r x for some real a ) 0.x 11
We denote by V the two subsets of V defined by V s V l "x )" " 1
40 . Then we have the decomposition
L2 V s L2 V [ L2 V .Ž . Ž . Ž .q y
Ž . 2Ž .We shall use the notations H V for the Hilbert spaces L V . Now let" "
us define the self-adjoint operators H " associated to the closed forms0
< < 2c x9 =u x dxŽ . Ž .H "
V "
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1Ž . " Ž . Ž .in H V . So H s y=c x9 = are the self-adjoint operators in H V0 " 0 " "
corresponding to the Dirichlet condition at the boundaries G ’ › V ." "
Moreover,
" 1 <D H s H V l f g H V = c x9 =f g H V 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0 " " " "
1 < 2s H V l f g H V › f g H VŽ . Ž . Ž .0 " " x "1
and = c x9 = f g H V .Ž . Ž .Ž . 4x 9 " x 9 "
q y Ž q.Set H s H [ H , the direct sum operator, defined on D H [0 0 0 0
Ž y. Ž .D H . Then H is a self-adjoint operator in H V which we shall call the0 0
free operator.
Ž . ŽThere exist unitary transformations U of H V Fourier sine trans-" "
. Ž w x.formation with respect to the variable x defined by see 5, Theorem 321
2 R
U f j , x9 s lim sin j t f t , x9 dt for all f g H V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .( H" "pR“"‘ 0
Ž .where the above limit is taken in the topology of H V . Furthermore, if"
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž .f g H V is such that › f g H V and f 0, x9 s 0, then" x "1
j 2 U f j , x9 s y U › 2 f j , x9 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž ." " x1
It follows that
Ä" U " 2H ’ U H U s j c x9 y = c x9 = .Ž . Ž .0 " 0 " " x 9 " x 9
Ž .The Hilbert spaces H V can be written as a direct integral decomposi-"
tion
[
H V s H j dj ,Ž . Ž .H" "
"jG0
where
j ‹ H j s L2 KŽ . Ž ."
denotes the constant hilbertian field. In the above decomposition, the
Ä"operators H are decomposable and we have0
[" "Ä ÄH s H j dj ,Ž .H0 0
"jG0
where
Ä" 2H j s j c x9 y = c x9 =Ž . Ž . Ž .0 " x 9 " x 9
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2Ž .are the self-adjoint operators in L K corresponding to the Dirichlet
Ä"Ž .condition at the boundary › K of K. The operators H 0 have compact0
Ž 2Ž ..  "Ž .4‘resolvent in B L K and we shall denote by l 0 their correspond-i is1
ing sets of eigenvalues. We shall use, for short, the notation l" for thei
"Ž . "eigenvalues l 0 . The eigenvalues l are of finite multiplicity andi i
" " " Ž .ordered so that l F l F ??? F l F ??? multiplicities counted .1 2 n
w Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž .Let z g C _ s H j s H and let R z and R z be the resolvents0 0
of the operators H and H , respectively.0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..THEOREM 1.1. The operator R z y R z is compact in B H V . Fur-0
thermore,
s H s s , q‘ ,Ž . .ess
Ž q y.where s s min l , l ) 0.1 1
sŽ .We can define for any real s the Sobolev spaces H V as
H s V s H s R n rH s R n _ V 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
endowed with the quotient topology, where
H s R n _ V s f g H s R n N supp f ; R n _ V . 4Ž . Ž .0
sŽ . sŽ n.The space H V is just the restriction of functions of H R to V. There
sŽ . Ž w x.is an explicit equivalent norm in H V see 6 defined by
5 5 2 s 5 5 2 m < a a < 2 < < nq2 su s u q › u x y › u y r x y y dx dy ,Ž . Ž .ÝH ŽV . H ŽV . H
V=V< <a sm
Ž .where s s m q s with m g N and s g 0, 1 .
Ž . Ž .Remark 1.1. If s is an integer, then definitions 1.1 and 1.2 are
equivalent.
sŽ . ‘Ž . sŽ .We shall denote by H V the closure of C V in H V and its dual0 0
w sŽ .x ys Ž .space H V * will be denoted by H V . Let0
s n n <² :s² :t 2 nH R s f g S 9 R P Q f g L RŽ . Ž . Ž . 4t
² :be the weighted Sobolev spaces. Here Q denotes the operator of
Ž < < 2 .1r2 ² : ² : Žmultiplication by the function 1 q x and P s F * Q F F is the
.Fourier transformation .
s Ž n. ŽNow let us introduce a class of Besov spaces H R s, t g R andt, p
. ‘Ž n.1 F p F ‘ defined as follows. Let u and u be two functions in C R1 2 0
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Ž . < < Ž . Ž .such that u x ) 0 for x - 2, u x s 0 otherwise and u x ) 0 if1 1 2
1 < < Ž .- x - 2, u x s 0 otherwise. Then22
ss n n 5² : 5H R s f g S 9 R P u Q fŽ . Ž . Ž .t , p 1½
1rpp
‘ Q drs t² :q P r u f - ‘ .H 2 ž / 5r r1
For p s ‘ the term containing the integral must be interpreted as being
5² :s t Ž . 5 s Ž n.sup P r u Qrr f . We know that H R are Banach spaces andr G1 2 t, p
we have canonical identifications
1 1
s n ys nH R * s H R for 1 F p - ‘ and q s 1.Ž . Ž .Ž .t , p yt , p9 p p9
We have also the embeddings
H y1 R n ; H y1 R n continuous and dense ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1r2, 1
H 1 R n ; H 1 R n continuous .Ž . Ž . Ž .y1r2, ‘
s Ž . s Ž n.Now we define the spaces H V [ H R rG, wheret, p t, p
G s f g H s R n N supp f ; R n _ V .Ž . 4t , p
1 Ž . y1 Ž .If we denote by H V the dual space of H V , then0, Žy1r2, ‘. 1r2, 1
1 1 <H V s f g H V f s 0 ,Ž . Ž . 40, Žy1r2, ‘. y1r2, ‘ <G
1 Ž .which is a closed subspace of H V .y1r2, ‘
Ž . Ž Ž ..The resolvent R z defined for Im z / 0 is an operator in B H V .
Ž y1Ž .We explain now how it can be interpreted as an operator in B H V ,
1Ž .. w Ž .x Ž . 1Ž . Ž .H V . Since H V * s H V and H V is a dense subspace of H V ,0 0
then we have continuous embeddings
1 1 y1H V ; H V ; H V * s H V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
1Ž .H V is just the form domain of the operator H; hence, for Im z / 0 the0
Ž . Ž .map H y z: D H “ H V extends to a continuous bijective operator
1Ž . y1Ž . Ž .from H V “ H V , whose inverse is an extension of R z to an0
Ž y1Ž . 1Ž .. Ž .element of B H V , H V , which we shall also denote by R z .0
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Taking into account the continuous embeddings
H 1 V ; H 1 V ,Ž . Ž .0 0, Žy1r2, ‘.
H y1 V ; H y1 V dense ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1r2, 1
Ž . Ž y1 Ž . 1 Ž ..we see that R z belongs to B H V , H V .1r2, 1 0, Žy1r2, ‘.
 < 4 Ž qŽ .. Ž yŽ ..Let C s z g C "Im z ) 0 and denote t s s H 0 j s H 0" p 0 p 0
 "4‘s l . We shall call t the set of thresholds of H.i is1
n Ž .THEOREM 1.2. Let V be an unbounded domain of R as in a . Let c:
Ž .V “ R be a Borel function such that assumptions b are satisfied. Then
1. The set of eigen¤alues of H can accumulate only to points in t and
Ž .each eigen¤alue in s H _ t is of finite multiplicity.p
2. H has no singular continuous spectrum.
3. The holomorphic function
C 2 z ‹ R z g B H y1 V , H 1 VŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž ." 1r2, 1 0, Žy1r2, ‘.
Ž w Ž . x.extends continuously on C j R _ s H j t in the weak )-topology." p
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in Section 3 and Theorem 1.2
will be proved at the end of Section 5.
2. REVIEW OF SOME RESULTS IN THE
ABSTRACT THEORY
As we said in the Introduction in this section we gather some abstract
w xtools and results from 1 that we shall use to prove our main theorem. We
w xshall not give any proof and we send the reader to 1 for a thorough study.
Let H and A be a pair of self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space H.
Ž .The domain D H of H is endowed with the graph topology. We shall
identify H , H *, so we have the continuous and dense embeddings
D H ; H ; D H *.Ž . Ž .
w x Ž . Ž .We define the sesquilinear form H, A on D A l D H by
² : ² : ² :w xf , H , A f s Hf , Af y Af , Hf
Ž . Ž .for all f g D A l D H , which is continuous for the intersection topol-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ogy of D A l D H . Assume that D A l D H is dense in D H and
w x Ž .that the form H, A is continuous for the topology induced on D A l
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .D H by D H . Then it defines a bounded operator in B D H , D H * ,
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w x Ž . Ž .which we shall denote by H, A . Let z g C _ s H and denote by R z
Ž .y1 Ž .the resolvent H y z of the operator H. Then R z has a continuous,
Ž Ž . .bijective extension to an operator in B D H *, H . Hence, the sesquilin-
w Ž .x Ž .ear form A, R z defined on D A defines a continuous operator in
Ž . w Ž .xB H , which we shall denote by A, R z . Moreover,
w xA , R z s R z H , A R z .Ž . Ž . Ž .
 i At4Let e be the unitary group generated by A.t g R
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. Let S g B H .
1Ž . w 1Ž .x1. We say that S is of class C A resp. C A if the mapu
t ‹ eyi AtSei At g B HŽ .
1 Ž . Ž .is of class C for the strong resp. norm topology of B H . Then its
w xderivative at t s 0 is a bounded operator in H that we denote by S, iA .
1qu Ž . Ž x2. We say that S is of class C A for u g 0, 1 if S is of class
1Ž .C A and the map
yi At w x i Att ‹ e S, A e g B HŽ .
is Holder continuous of order u , i.e., there exists C - ‘ such thatÈ
5 yi At i At 5 uw x w xe S, A e y S, A F ct .
1, 1Ž .3. We say that S is of class C A if
dt1 yi At i At i At yi At5 5e Se q e Se y 2S - ‘. 2.1Ž .H 2t0
1Ž .We note first that S is of class C A if and only if the sesquilinear form
w x Ž . Ž .S, A , defined on D A , extends to a continuous operator in B H . We
mention also that if statement 2 holds with u s 1, then we get the
w xcondition imposed by Mourre 9 .
Ž w x.Remark 2.1. It is shown in 1 that
1. The classes defined above are ordered as
C1qu A ; C 1, 1 A ; C1 A .Ž . Ž . Ž .u
1, 1Ž .2. The class C A is the optimal class for which the limiting
Žabsorption principle holds in the framework of the conjugate operator
.method .
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1qu Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. We shall say that the operator H is of class C A
w 1Ž . 1, 1Ž .x Ž . 1qu Ž . wresp. C A , resp. C A if the resolvent R z is of class C A resp.u
1Ž . 1, 1Ž .x Ž .C A , resp. C A for some, and hence for all, z g C _ s H .u
w xLet G be the form domain of H. If the form H, A , which is continu-
Ž . Ž .ous on D A l D H , extends continuously on G, then it defines a
Ž .bounded operator in B G, G* that we shall denote by the same symbol
w x i AtH, A . Moreover, if the group e leaves invariant G, then H is of class
1Ž . w Ž .x Ž .w x Ž .C A and we have A, R z s R z H, A R z .
Ž . w xLet E ? be the spectral measure of H and assume that H, iA belongs
Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž .to B D H , D H * . If J is a bounded interval in R, then E J belongs to
Ž Ž ..B H, D H and, by duality, extends to a bounded operator in
Ž Ž . . Ž .w x Ž .B D H *, H . Hence E J H, iA E J is a bounded symmetric operator in
H. To handle the Mourre estimate with ease, let us define the function
r A l s sup a g R N ’« ) 0 and a compact K such thatŽ .ÄH
w xE l; « H , iA E l; « G aE l; « q K 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
s sup a g R N ’w g C‘ R real, w l / 0,Ž . Ž . 0
and a compact K such that
w x 2w H H , iA w H G aw H q K .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
Ž . ŽŽ ..Here E l; « s E l q « , l y « . Let us summarize some well known
properties of the function r AÄH
Ž w x.PROPOSITION 2.1 cf. 1, Propositions 7.2.6 and 7.2.7 . 1. The function
Ar : R “ y‘, q‘ŽÄH
is lower semicontinuous and we ha¤e
r A l - ‘ m l g s H .Ž . Ž .ÄH ess
Ž . Ž .y12. If l g R _ s H and R s H y l , then0 0
2 y1A Ar l s l y l r l y lŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ž .R 0 H 0
 4for each l g R _ l .0
AŽ .DEFINITION 2.3. We say that A is conjugate to H at l if r l ) 0ÄH
Ž . AŽ .  < AŽ . 4``Mourre estimate'' . We denote m H s l g R r l ) 0 , which isÄH
an open subset of R.
Ž w x.The following theorem see 1, Theorem 7.2.9 will be helpful in proving
the Mourre estimate because it allows us to reduce to the case of an
operator H that is less complicated than H.0
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THEOREM 2.1. Let A, H, and H be self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert0
1Ž . Ž .y1 Žspace H such that both H and H are of class C A . If H q i y H q0 u 0
.y1 A Ai is compact, then r s r . In particular, A is conjugate to H at l ifÄ ÄH H 0
and only if it is conjugate to H at l.0
3. BASIC RESULTS ON THE SPECTRUM OF H
In this section we first describe the spectrum of the operator H and0
then we shall give the proof of Theorem 1.1.
"Ž . Ž 2Ž ..The operators H j have compact resolvents in B L K and0
D H " j s D H " 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
 "Ž .4for all j g R. Moreover, the families H j are self-adjoint holo-0 j g R
Ž . Ž w x. w xmorphic families of type A see 8 . Then by 8, Theorem 3.9, p. 392 ,
"Ž .there is a sequence of functions l j representing all the repeatedi
"Ž . "Ž .eigenvalues of H j and a sequence of vectors w j that forms a0 i
"Ž .complete orthonormal family associated to the eigenvalues l j andi
"Ž . w "Ž .x Ž .such that l ? resp. w ? are scalar-valued resp. vector-valued ana-i i
lytic functions on R. We shall fix, without loss of generality, the index i
"Ž . " "Ž .such that l 0 s l for all i g N*. We shall denote by l ? thei i i
scalar-valued functions to prevent any confusion with the real values
" "Ž .l s l 0 .i i
Remark 3.1. The order l" F l" F ??? F l" F ??? may not be con-1 2 n
served when j varies in R . This is due to the fact that the functions"
 "Ž .4l j may cross each other when j runs over R .i i "
We have then
‘
" " "H j s l j P j ,Ž . Ž . Ž .[0 i i
is1
"Ž . Ž .where P j denotes the projections of H j onto the eigenspacesi "
"Ž . "Ž . w "Ž . 2Ž .corresponding to the eigenvalues l j of H j P j L K are thei 0 i
"Ž .xsubspaces spanned by the eigenvectors w j .i
qŽ .LEMMA 3.1. 1. For each i g N*, the analytic function R 2 j ‹ l jq i
w yŽ .x Ž .resp. R 2 j ‹ l j is strictly increasing resp. decreasing . Moreo¤er,y i
for all i g N*,
lim l" j s q‘.Ž .i
j“"‘
" "2. s H s l , q‘ .Ž . .0 1
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Proof. We shall treat the case ``q.'' The case ``y'' is similar.
Ž qŽ .. Ž qŽ ..1. Since D H j s D H 0 for all j g R, we have then0 0
q ² q q q :l j s w j , H j w jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i 0 i
² q q q : 2² q q :s w j , H 0 w j q j w j , c w j ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i 0 i i q i
hence,
q q ² q q : ² q q :› l j s 2l j Re › w j , w j q 2j w j , c w j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j i i j i i i q i
² qŽ . qŽ .: ² qŽ . qŽ .:However, w j , w j s 1; hence, Re › w j , w j s 0. Thusi i j i i
q ² q q :› l j s 2j w j , c w j G 2 dj ,Ž . Ž . Ž .j i i q i
qŽ . qŽ . 2which proves that l ? is strictly increasing on R . Since H j G dj ,i q 0
qŽ .then l j “ q‘ for all i.i
j“q‘
q Ž w x.2. The spectrum of H is given by see 110
q q "s H s s H j s l , q‘ .Ž .Ž . Ž . .D0 0 1
qjgR
As a consequence of the above lemma, we obtain
q ys H s s , q‘ , where s s min l , l .Ž . . Ž .0 1 1
Ž . "Ž . Ž " .y1For z g C _ s H we define R z s H y z , the resolvents of the0 0 0
" "Ž . Ž y1Ž . 1Ž ..operators H . Then R z g B H V , H V as we explained in0 0 " 0 "
"Ž . Ž Ž . 1Ž .. wthe Introduction. In particular R z g B H V , H V we extend0 " 0
1Ž .  4x Ž .functions of H V by zero in the regions .x ) 0 . Moreover, R z0 " 1 0
qŽ . yŽ .s R z [ R z .0 0
‘Ž .Remark 3.2. For functions w g C V such that supp w ; V , we" " "
Ž . "Ž .have R z w s R z w .0 " 0 "
 4Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let w , w be a partition of unity of R such" 0
that
Ž . ‘Ž . ‘Ž .i w g C R , w g C R , and supp w ; V .0 0 " " "
Ž . Ž .Ž .ii w q w q w x s 1 for all x g R.q 0 y 1 1
Then
R z y R z s w R z y R zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 q 0
q w R z y R z q w R z y R z . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 y 0
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Ž .In the r.h.s. of 3.1 , the middle term is compact. Indeed, the resolvents
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . 1Ž ..R z and R z belong to B H V , H V and the operator of multiplica-0 0
Ž 1Ž . Ž ..tion by the function w is compact in B H V , H V .0 0
Now we shall treat the first term; the last one is similar. By duality and
taking into account the remark above, it suffices to show that the operator
Ž Ž . qŽ .. Ž . Ž .R z y R z w : H V “ H V is compact. Let w be a function in0 q n
‘Ž n. Ž . < < Ž . < <C R such that w x s 1 if x F n and w x s 0 if x G n q 1. Set0 n 1 1 n 1 1
Kq s R z =w c x , x9 y c x9 =Rq z w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n 1 q 0 q
Ž Ž ..which is a well defined operator in B H V . We have then
K s R z =w c x , x9 =Rq z w y R z =w c x9 =Rq z wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n 1 0 q n q 0 q
s yR z Hw Rq z w y R z =c x , x9 =w Rq z wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0 q 1 n 0 q
q R z w HqRq z w y R z =w c x9 =Rq z w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0 0 q n q 0 q
All terms in the r.h.s. of the last equality are compact operators in
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž qŽ . . Ž .B H V . Note that if u g H V , then =R z w u g H V and0 q
qsupp =R z w u ; V .Ž .Ž .0 q q
We have then
5 q5 5 5 ‘R z y R z w y K F 1 y w c x , x9 y c x9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . L ŽV .0 q n n 1 q q
5 q 5 5 5= =R z w =R z ,Ž . Ž .0 q
5 5 Ž Ž ..where ? denotes the operator norm in B H V . We finish the proof by
Ž .using assumption b2 .
4. REGULARITY OF THE OPERATORS H AND H0
Ž .In this section we shall prove that the operator H resp. H is of class0
1qu Ä ‘ Ä ÄŽ . w Ž .xC A resp. C A , where A denotes the conjugate operator defined
below.
1 Ž . Ž .Let A s x p q p x be the dilation operator in H V with respect1 1 1 12
to the variable x , where p s yi› . We denote by eyi At its group of1 1 x1
Ž .evolution in H V defined by
eyi At f x , x9 s e1r2 f et x , x9Ž . Ž .1 1
Ž .for all t g R and all f g H V .
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 yi At4Remark 4.1. It is clear that e induces C groups on thet g R 0
Ž .Hilbert spaces H V and that it leaves invariant the form domains of the"
operators H and H ".0
To treat the singular part c of the function c, we shall modify thes
‘Ž . Ž .dilation operator A. Let x be a function in C R such that x x s 0 on1
ÄŽ .the support of c and x x s 1 near infinity. Then the operator As 1
defined by
1 1 iÄA s x x p q p x x s x x p y x q x x 9Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 14 2 4
‘ ÄŽ .is essentially self-adjoint on C V and we still denote by A its self-adjoint0
Ž .extension on H V . It is not difficult to show that Remark 4.1 holds true
Äyi At Ä 4 w xfor the C group e . To control the commutator H, iA we need a0 t g R
lemma.
Ž . Ž .y1LEMMA 4.1. For each « ) 0, let p « s p 1 q i« p . Then1 1 1
Ž . Ž Ž ..1. p « g B H V for all « ) 0.1
 Ž .42. The family of operators p « is uniformly bounded in1
Ž 1Ž . Ž ..B H V , H V and we ha¤e
lim p « s pŽ .1 1
«“0
Ž 1Ž . Ž ..for the strong topology of B H V , H V .
Ž² :. Ž . Ž² :.3. If f g D x , then p « f g D x for each « ) 0.1 1 1
Proof. 1. This point is obvious.
5Ž2. The second assertion follows from the fact that 1 q
.y1 5i« p F C, where C is a constant independent of « .BŽH ŽV ..1
‘ y1Ž . Ž . Ž .3. Let f g C V and denote by R p the operator 1 q i« p .0 « 1 1
Ž . Ž .y1Set x m s x 1 q im x for m ) 0. Then1 1 1
² :Q f ’ f , p « , x fŽ . Ž .« 1 1
² U : ² U :s lim p « f , x m f y x m f , p « f 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
m“0
U² :s lim R p f , p , x m R p fŽ . Ž . Ž .« 1 1 1 « 1
m“0
² U :s yi R p f , R p f .Ž . Ž . Ž .« 1 « 1
Ž .It is clear that the quadratic form Q f defines a bounded operator«
w Ž . x Ž . 2Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .p « , x s yi R p , which is clearly in B H V uniformly in « .1 1 « 1
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Ž² :.Let f be in D x . Then1
² : ² : ² :x p « f s p « x f y p « , x f .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
Ä Äw x Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1. The symmetric form H, iA defined on D H l D A
as
Ä Ä Ä² : ² :w xu , H , iA u s i Hu , Au y Au, Hu² : Ž .
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .for all u g D H l D A , is continuous on D H for the topology induced
1Ž .by H V . Moreo¤er,
1 1Äw xH , iA s p c› x x p y Px x › c P y › c x h x 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 x 1 1 1 x x 12 41 1 1
Ž 1Ž . y1Ž .. Ž .as operators in B H V , H V . Here P s yi= and h x s 2 x 9 q x x 0.0 1
Ž .  Ž . 4Proof. Let u g D H s u g D H N supp u is compact . Then u gc
Ä 1Ž . Ž . Ž .D A since u g H V . Note that D H is dense in the form domain0 c
1 ÄŽ . w x Ž .H V of the operator H. Let us compute the form H, iA on D H . We0 c
have then
i 1Ä² : w xw x ² :u , H , iA u s u , H , x x p u q u , H , › x x uŽ .² :1 1 x 112 4
i
² : ² :s y =c =u , x x p u y x x p u , =c =uŽ .1 1 1 12
1
² :y › x x u , =c =uŽ .x 112
1 1
² :y =c =u , › x x u q › x x u , =c =u ;² :Ž . Ž .x 1 x 11 14 4
hence,
1Ä ² : ² :w xu , H , iA u s Im =c =u , x x p u y Re =c =u , › x x u 4.2² : Ž . Ž .1 1 x 12 1
Ž .for u g D H . We havec
² : ² :Im =c =u , x x p u s lim Im =c =u , x x p « uŽ .1 1 1 1
«“0
² :s y lim Im =u , c x = x x p « u ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
«“0
Ž . 1Ž .where in the last equality we have used the fact that x x p « u g H V .1 1 0
Ž . 1Ž . Ž² :.Indeed, from Lemma 4.1, p « u g H V l D x for each « ) 01 1
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w 1Ž . x Ž . 1Ž .since u g H V and supp u is compact . Then x x p « u g H V . In0 1 1
Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .fact, p « sends H V into H V . Indeed, there is a natural isomor-1 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .phism H V , H R m H K so that H V , H R m H K , which is0 0
Ž .left invariant by the operator p « m 1. On the other hand, we have1
² :=u , c x = x x p « uŽ . Ž .Ž .1 1
n
s › u , c x › x x p « uŽ . Ž .Ž .¦ ;Ý x x 1 1j j
js1
n
² : ² :s › u , c x d › x x p « u q › u , c x x x p « › uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ž .x 1 j x 1 1 x 1 1 xj j j j
js1
² :s › u , c x › x x p « u q =u , c x x x p « =u ,² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x x 1 1 1 11 1
where d denotes Kronecker's symbol. Theni j
² :Im = ? c =u , x x p u1 1
² :s y lim Im › u , c x › x x p « uŽ . Ž . Ž . x x 1 11 1«“0
² :q =u , c x x x p « =uŽ . Ž . 41 1
² :s › u , c x › x x › uŽ . Ž .x x 1 x1 1 1
1
² :q lim lim =u , p « , c x x x =uŽ . Ž .1 12 i 2 i «“0
1
² : ² :s › u , c x › x x › u y =u , › c x x x =u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x x 1 x x 11 1 1 12
Ž .Now let us compute the second term in the r.h.s. of 4.2 ,
² : ² : ² := ? c =u , › x x u s y =u , c= › x x u y =u , c› x x =u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x 1 x 1 x 11 1 1
but
² :=u , c= › x x u s =u , c= x x 9 q x 0 uŽ . Ž .¦ ;Ž .x 1 11
n
s › u , c x › x x 9 q x 0 uŽ . Ž .² :Ý x x 1j j
js1
s › u , c x › x x 9 q x 0 u ;² :Ž . Ž .x x 11 1
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hence
² :yRe = ? c =u , › x x uŽ .x 11
² : ² :s =u , c› x x =u q Re › u , c x h x uŽ . Ž . Ž .x 1 x1 1
1² : ² :s =u , c› x x =u y u , › c x h x uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .x 1 x 141 1
Ž .with h x s 2 x 9 q x x 0. Finally, we obtain1
1Ä ² : ² :w xu , H , iA u s › u , c x › x x › u y =u , › c x x x =u² : Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x x 1 x x 1 121 1 1 1
1² :y u , › c x h x u . 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x 1 14 1
Äw x Ž .It is clear that the form H, i A defined on D H is continuous for thec
1Ž .topology induced by H V . Thus, it defines a continuous operator in
1 y1 ÄŽ Ž . Ž .. w xB H V , H V , which we shall denote by H, iA . Furthermore, using0
1 y1Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..formula 4.3 we obtain 4.1 in B H V , H V .0
" Ž .We return now to the self-adjoint operators H on H V with0 "
domains
" 1 <D H s f g H V = c x9 =f g H VŽ . Ž . Ž . 4Ž .Ž .0 0 " " "
1 < 2s f g H V › f g H V andŽ . Ž . 0 " x "1
= c x9 = f g H V .Ž . Ž .Ž . 4x 9 " x 9 "
Äyi At 4Remark 4.2. The group of evolution e leaves invariant thet g R
Ž . 1Ž . Žspaces H V and the form domains H V since it acts only on the" 0 "
Ä. Ž .variable x . Then it induces self-adjoint operators A on H V . Fur-1 " "
Ä Ä Ä Ž .thermore, A s A [ A with respect to the decomposition H V sq y
Ž . Ž .H V [ H V .q y
By Remark 4.2 it suffices to study the regularity of the operator Hq0
Ä q 1 ÄŽ .with respect to A . Indeed, if H is of class C A , then so is H withq 0 q 0
Ä Ä q Ä y Äw Ž . x w Ž . x w Ž . xrespect to A and R z , A s R z , A [ R z , A . This holds0 0 q 0 y
true for higher order classes of regularity as we shall see later on.
q Ä q Äw x Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.2. The symmetric form H , iA defined on D H l D A0 q 0 q
1Ž . qhas a continuous extension to H V . Furthermore, if we denote by B ’0 q 0
q Äw x Ž .H , iA the self-adjoint operator in H V associated to the closure of the0 q q
Ž q. Ž q.abo¤e form, then D B > D H and0 0
1q 2B s p c x9 q p x y 1 q x x 9 p c x9 y c x9 h9 xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 q 1 1 1 q q 14
4.4Ž .
Ž . Ž .with h x s 2 x 9 q x x 0 .1 1
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Ž q.Proof. Let u g D H . Then the same computations as in Proposition0
4.1 lead to the equality
q Ä ² :u , H , iA u s Im =c x9 =u , x x p uŽ .¦ ;0 q q 1 1
1y Re =c x9 =u , › x x u .² :Ž . Ž .q x 12 1
 4 Ž . 1Ž .Recall that supp x is located away from x s 0 and p « sends H V1 1 0 q
1Ž . Ž q. Ž . 1Ž .into H V . Thus, if u g D H , then x x p « u g H V as we have0 0 c 1 1 0 q
explained in the proof of Proposition 4.1. Hence
² :Im =c x9 =u , x x p uŽ .q 1 1
² :s lim Im =c x9 =u , x x p « uŽ . Ž .q 1 1
«“0
² :s y lim Im =u , c x9 =x x p « uŽ . Ž .q 1 1
«“0
n
s y lim Im › u , c x9 › x x p « uŽ . Ž .Ž .¦ ;Ý x q x 1 1j j«“0 js1
s › u , c x9 › x x › u² :Ž . Ž .x q x 1 x1 1 1
1
² :q lim =u , c x9 p « , x x =uŽ . Ž .q 1 12 i «“0
1
s › u , c x9 › x x › u y =u , c x9 › x x =u .² : ² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x q x 1 x q x 11 1 1 12
Similarly, we have
1y Re =c x9 =u , › x x u² :Ž . Ž .q x 12 1
1 1s =u , c x9 › x x =u q Re › u , c x9 h x u .² : ² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q x 1 x q 12 21 1
Then
1q Ä ² :u , H , iA u s › u , c x9 › x x › u y u , c x9 h9 x u .² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;0 q x q x 1 x q 141 1 1
4.5Ž .
Ž . ‘Ž .Recall that h x s 2 x 9 q x x 0, so it is in C R . Then there exists a1 1 0
Ž .constant C independent of the support of u such that
q Ä q5 5 5 5u , H , iA u F C u u¦ ; DŽH .0 q 0
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q q q ÄŽ . w xfor all u g D H . If we denote by B ’ H , iA the self-adjoint0 0 0 q
Ž . Ž q. Ž q.operator associated to the closure of the form 4.5 , then D B > D H0 0
Ž . Ž .and 4.4 follows from 4.5 .
Ž .Let h be a real resolvent value of the operators H and H . Then R h0
Ž . Ž Ž ..and R h are symmetric operators in B H V .0
w Ž . ² :u x Ž y1Ž .LEMMA 4.3. The operator R h , x is bounded in B H V ,1
1Ž ..H V for all u F 1.0
u Ž . ² :uŽ < <u .y1Proof. Let us denote x m s x 1 q m x . Then for each1 1 1
u Ž .m ) 0, the operator of multiplication by the function x m is bounded in1
Ž Ž ..B H V . Moreover,
u ² :ulim x m s xŽ .1 1
m“0
‘Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .in the strong topology of B H V , H V . Let f g C V . Thenu 0
u u u² : ² ² : : ²² : :f , R h , x f s f , R h x f y x f , R h fŽ . Ž . Ž .¦ ;1 1 1
² u : ² u :s lim f , R h x m f y x m f , R h fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . 41 1
m“0
u² :s lim f , R h x m , H R h f .Ž . Ž . Ž .1
m“0
Ž .However, for each u g D H we have
u u uu , x m , H u s = ? c =u , x m u y x m u , = ? c =u² : ² :² :Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
1
us Im = x m u , c =u² :Ž .Ž .12 i
1
us Im › x m u , c › u ,Ž .² :Ž .x 1 x1 12 i
Ž 1Ž . Ž ..which is clearly a bounded operator in B H V , H V uniformly in m.
u y1 1w Ž . ² : x Ž Ž . Ž ..Consequently we obtain that R h , x g B H V , H V .1 0
1qu ÄŽ . w Ž .x Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2. The operator R h resp. R h is of class C A0
‘ Äw Ž .x Ž .resp. C A with u s min a , 1 ) 0.
Proof. Let H be a Hilbert space, A a self-adjoint operator in H, and S
Ž . Ž < <u .a symmetric operator in B H . Then it is known that if SH ; D A , then
u 1 Ä u Ä uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž < < .S is of class C A . Since H V ; D A , then H V ; D A for all1 u
w x wu g 0, 1 , by complex interpolation in our case V is a Lipschitz cylinder,
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sŽ . xso the spaces H V have the interpolation property . Hence, it suffices tot
u Ä u² : w Ž . x Ž . Ž . Ž .show that x R h , A H V ; H V . From 4.1 we obtain the formula1
y1 y1Ä Äw xiA, R h s H y h H , iA H y hŽ . Ž . Ž .
1s R h p c› x x p R h y R h Px x › c PR hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 x 1 1 1 x 121 1
1y R h › c x h x R hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x4 1
1 1’ T y T y T 4.6Ž .1 2 32 4
y1 1 1 ÄŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž . Žas operators in B H V , H V . T is of class C A this is obvious by0 1
. Ž . Ža direct argument . We shall treat the second term of 4.6 the last term is
.similar . Using some commutation relations we have
u u² : ² :x T s R h , x Px x › c PR hŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 1 x 11
u² :q R h P , x x x › c PR hŽ . Ž .Ž .1 1 x 11
² :uq R h P x x x › c PR h . 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 x 11
Ž . Ž Ž . 1Ž ..By Lemma 4.3 the first term of 4.7 is in B H V , H V for all u F 1.0
Ž . Ž Ž . 1Ž ..The second term of 4.7 is clearly in B H V , H V . Under assumption0
Ž . Ž Ž . 1Ž .. Ž .b3 , the last term is in B H V , H V for all u s min a , 1 ) 0. Finally,0
Äthe regularity of the operator H with respect to A follows from formula0
‘Ž . Ž . Ž .4.4 and the fact that h is C R use also a direct argument .0
ÄA5. ESTIMATE ON rÄH
ÄIn this section we shall prove that the operator H is conjugate to A
outside the set of thresholds. We recall that both operators H and H are0
1 ÄŽ . Ž .of class C A see Remark 2.1 . Then it suffices to show that H isu 0
Ä Ž .conjugate to A see Theorem 2.1 . We shall give the proof of Theorem 1.2
at the end of this section.
Ä 1 1w x Ž Ž . ŽRecall that H , iA is a bounded operator in B H V j V , H V0 0 q y q
Ä.. w x Ž .j V . In fact, H , iA is H -bounded see Lemma 4.2 . Furthermore,y 0 0
q y " " " "Ä ÄH , iA s B [ B with B s H , iA and D B > D H .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0 " 0 0
5.1Ž .
Ž .Denote by E ? the spectral measure of the operator H . Then for each0 0
Ž . qŽ . yŽ . "Ž .borelian J ; R, E J s E J [ E J , where E ? denote the spec-0 0 0 0
tral measures of the operators H ".0
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ÄPROPOSITION 5.1. The operator H is conjugate to A at each point0
Ž .l g s H _ t . Moreo¤er,0
Ä Ä ÄA A Aq yq yr l s inf r l , r l ) 0 5.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Äž /H H H0 0 0
Ž .for each l g s H _ t .0
Proof. The first inequality is a straightforward consequence of formula
q ÄŽ .5.1 . Then it suffices to show that H is conjugate to A at each point0 q
Ž .  q4 qŽ . ql g s H _ l . Let us denote E ? the spectral measure of H . For0 i 0 0
Äq U qŽ . Ž .any borelian J ; R we denote E J s U E J U as the spectral0 q 0 q
Äq Äq ‘ q q ÄqŽ . Ž . Ž .measure of H . Recall that H j s Ý l j P j . Then H s0 0 is1 i i 0
‘ qŽ . qŽ . Ž q q .qÝ H l j P j dj . Let l be a real number in I s l , l withis1 R i i n n nq1
q q Ž .l - l . Then for each open interval J s a, b such that l g J andn nq1
J ; I we haven
‘ n
q q q q qÄE J s x l j P j dj s x l j P j dj ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH H0 J i i J i iq qR Ris1 is1
where x is the characteristic function of J. Using Lemma 4.3, we obtainJ
n qbiq qÄE J s P j dj , 5.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H0 iqaiis1
q q qŽ .where a and b denote the values of the inverse function of l ? ati i i
Ž .points a and b, respectively. On the other hand, from 4.5 we have
Bq G d p2 q K0 1
with
1K s p 1 y x q x x 9 c x9 p y c x9 h9 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 q 1 q 14
Then by using the unitary transformation U we obtainq
n qbiq q q 2 qÄ Ä Ä ÄE J B E J G d j P j dj q KŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý H0 0 0 iqaiis1
Äq ÄG aE J q K , 5.4Ž . Ž .0
q 2 Ä U q qŽ . Ž . Ž .where a s d inf a ) 0 and K s U E J KE J U .1F iF n i q 0 0 q
Ä Ž Ž ..It remains to show that K is a compact operator in B H V . Clearly itq
Ž q .y1 Ž q .y1suffices to prove that H q i K H q i is compact. We have0 0
y1 y1q qH q i K H q iŽ . Ž .0 0
y1 y1 y1q q qs H q i p 1 y x c x9 p H q i q H q iŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 q 1 0 0
y11 q= p x x 9c x9 p y c x9 h9 x H q i . 5.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 q 1 q 1 04
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Ž . ‘Ž q.The functions x 9 and h x are in C R ; hence, the compactness of the1 0
Ž . Ž qsecond term of the r.h.s. of 5.5 follows from the fact that x x 9p H q1 1 0
.y1 Ž .Ž q .y1 Ž Ž ..i and h9 x H q i are compact in B H V . Now let us show1 0 q
Ž .the compactness of the first term in the r.h.s. of 5.5 . In fact, it suffices to
Ž . Ž q .y1 Ž Ž ..show that 1 y x p H q i is compact in B H V . We use again1 0 q
Ž . Ž . Ž .the natural isomorphism H V , H R m H K . Hence, there are con-q q
tinuous embeddings
q 1 2 1 s 1 ny1D H ; H R l H R m H K ; H R m H RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 q q 0
5.6Ž .
3 Ž w x .for all s - for the last identification, see 3 in a more general situation .2
‘Ž ny1. Ž .Let x be in C R such that x x9 s 1 for all x9 g K. ThenÄ Ä0
y1 y1q q1 y x p H q i s 1 y x x p H q iŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä1 0 1 0
Ž Ž ..as operators in B H V . Now the last operator is compact, because itq
acts as
Ž q .y1H qi0 q s 1 ny16H R m H K D H ; H R m H RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q 0
p m11 sy1 1 ny16 H R m H RŽ . Ž .
Ž .1yx mxÄ ny16 H R m H RŽ . Ž .
6
H R m H K ,Ž . Ž .q
wand the fourth map which consists of the operator of multiplication by the
3Ž . x Žfunction 1 y x m x is compact for all s - the last map in the aboveÄ 2
diagram denotes the natural surjection, which consists of the operator of
.restriction .
Ž .To finish the proof, note that from 5.4 it follows that for each
Ž .  q4 q ql g s H _ l , there exists n g N* such that l - l - l and0 i n nq1ÄA n q y1 2 q y1qŽ . wŽ . Ž .x Ž . Ž .qthen r l G dÝ l l ) 0, where l ? denotes the in-ÄH is1 i i0 Äq AqŽ . Ž . Ž .qverse function of l ? . Similarly, for each l g s H _ t , so r l andÄi 0 H 0Ä ÄA AyŽ . Ž .yr l are strictly positive and then so is r l .Ä ÄH H0 0
1qu ÄŽ .Proof of Theorem 1.2. We have shown that H is of class C A with
Ž . 1, 1Ž . Ž .u s min a , 1 ) 0. Then H is of class C A see Remark 2.1 . We
deduce from Propositions 5.1 and 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 that H is conjugate
ÄAÄto A at each point l g R _ t , i.e., m s R _ t .H
1. The discreteness of the point spectrum of H away from the set of
w xthresholds t follows from 1, Theorem 7.4.2 . More precisely, for each
ÄAŽ . Ž .l g R _ s H such that r l ) 0 there exist a neighborhood J of lÄp H
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ÄŽ .w x Ž . Ž .and a real number a ) 0 such that E J H, iA E J G aE J . Then, by
Ž w x.the virial theorem see 1, Theorem 7.2.10 , the set of eigenvalues counted
with multiplicities is finite in J.
w2. The second point of Theorem 1.2 follows also from 1, Theorem
x7.4.2 .
w Ž . ² :x3. From Proposition 4.3 the operator R h , Q belongs to
Ž y1Ž . 1Ž .. Ž w x.B H V , H V . Then the limits see 1, Proposition 7.4.60
y1lim H y l y imŽ .
m“"0
Ž y1 Ž . 1 Ž ..exist in the weak )-topology of B H V , H V , uniformly in1r2, 1 0, Žy1r2, ‘.
w Ž . xl on each compact subset of R _ s H j t .p
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